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Abstract
Objective: Tailored digital health programs can promote positive health-related lifestyle changes and have been shown to
be (cost) effective in trials. However, such programs are used suboptimally. New approaches are needed to optimise the use
of these programs. This paper illustrates the potential of recommender systems to support and enhance computer-tailored
digital health interventions. The aim is threefold, to explore: (1) how recommender systems provide health recommendations, (2) to what extent recommender systems incorporate theoretical models and (3) how the use of recommender
systems may enhance the usage of computer-tailored interventions.
Methods: A scoping review was conducted, using MEDLINE and ScienceDirect, to identify health recommender systems
reported in studies between January 2007 and December 2017. Information was subsequently extracted to understand the
potential benefits of recommender systems for computer-tailored digital health programs. Titles and abstracts of 1184
studies were screened for the full-text screening, in which two reviewers independently selected articles and systematically
extracted data using a predefined extraction form.
Results: A total of 26 articles were included for data extraction. General characteristics were reported, with eight studies
reporting hybrid filtering. A description of how each recommender system provides a recommendation is described; the
majority of recommender systems used messages as recommendation. We identified the potential effects of recommender
systems on efficiency, effectiveness, trustworthiness and enjoyment of the digital health program.
Conclusions: Incorporating a collaborative method with demographic filtering as a second step to knowledge-based filtering
could potentially add value to traditional tailoring with regard to enhancing the user experience. This study illustrates how
recommender systems, especially hybrid programs, may have the potential to bring tailored digital health forward.
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Introduction
Digital health is an umbrella term for the usage of digital technology to support health,1 and it can be
employed to promote positive health-related lifestyle
changes.2 With digital health, the opportunity arises
to use computer tailoring to deliver personalised interventions to users via the internet, motivating users to
adopt health behaviours without face-to-face counselling.3
Computer-tailored
interventions
gather
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2
individual information and create a personally tailored
intervention based on the behaviour and motivational
characteristics of the participant. Using individual
data, via theoretically based questionnaires, a
computer program sends tailored feedback to the
participant. These interventions have the opportunity
to function via the internet (often web based),
which provides great social and economic advantages4
(e.g. greater reach, and low costs per smoker,5,6 in the
case of support for smoking cessation). Computertailored digital health interventions have been
shown to be both effective and cost effective in motivating individuals to adopt healthy behaviours such as
smoking cessation,7 weight loss and nutrition
interventions.8,9
However, all these opportunities are tempered by
the problem that these interventions are used suboptimally. This is reflected by high dropout rates (in randomised trials)10 and the fact that users do not use the
intervention as recommended, or correctly.9,11 More
specifically, once the target group has accessed the website of the intervention, they spend a limited amount of
time on it and the utilisation rates are low.8,12
Consequently, tailored interventions, although having
great potential to effectively motivate people to adopt a
healthy lifestyle, may suffer from low usage rates.
Practically, as these interventions are underused, they
will not motivate a large number of potential participants to change their lifestyle behaviours.13 Engaging
the user, or enhancing the quality of the user experience, and usage of the program is paramount for a
digital health intervention to be effective.4,14 This
could be achieved by the program itself, via its contents
and delivery modes.4,14 Accordingly, it is important to
understand how to foster engagement; we need to
understand the user experience of digital health programs to address issues such as the low use of intervention features, few logins, and poor retention rates.14–16
One promising approach to fostering the user experience of tailored digital health programs is the use of
recommender systems (RSs).12 These machine-based
learning and information retrieval systems have the
potential to predict items that will be relevant (e.g. a
health message) for individuals.17 In the last decade,
RSs have gained popularity and have been applied in
several domains (e.g. e-commerce, social media and
advertising), but so far their application in the health
domain has been limited. A recent scoping review provided a multidisciplinary overview of the applications
of RSs in the health domain, detailing the trends
regarding domain application, study methodology,
the reporting of behavioural change theories and technical aspects (e.g. interface used).18 This overview
indicates that the use of RSs in changing health behaviour is in its infancy (with only several papers on
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health-directed RSs and a complete lack of reporting
on the theoretical factors and behavioural change techniques used). Nevertheless, the papers do suggest that
RSs have the potential to recommend tailored digital
health interventions, optimising the message – tailoring
it – by selecting the messages most relevant to the user
(based on user data). Indeed, one of the potential
advantages of the RS is to reduce the burden that an
individual may experience because of the huge amount
of information available on the internet.17 Several
common approaches used in RSs have been noted in
the literature, such as content-based and collaborative
filtering, as well as a combination of the two methods
(these are also known as hybrid RSs).18 Different recommendation methods result in different sets of recommended items for the end-user, depending on the
algorithm used. For example, in comparison with
computer-tailored interventions which are not
enhanced by the RS, one benefit of an RS that uses
collaborative filtering is the ability to keep renewing
data and develop along with user preferences. The
system uses the digital trail that individuals have left
behind to create a suggestion that suits them optimally.
This digital trail could be compared with that of other
individuals who share similar interests or attributes,
based on the assumption that, if a user with similar
interests or attributes likes an item, the original user
will like it too. This may lead to personalised suggestions for each user, based on the user’s preferences for a
particular item and/or similarities with other users.19
A possible explanation for the limited usage of computer tailoring may be the lack of attention paid to the
differences in personal preferences concerning how
health information is presented, as individual preferences in information and information processing styles
are dynamic and may fluctuate.20 This suggests the
need to review how the various types of RSs provide
health recommendations to develop an approach that
has the best potential to enhance the usage of tailored
digital health interventions.
RSs seem to have the potential to aid computertailored interventions by enhancing the user experience.
However, to the best of our knowledge, the potential of
RSs to aid computer tailoring and via which mechanisms has never been reported. Since RSs’ recommendations for computer-tailored interventions are based
on the user’s digital movements and profile, they can be
highly personalised, and are most likely to be useful.
These features may enhance the user’s experience and
in turn lead to higher usage of health interventions,
that is, e-loyalty, which can potentially address one of
the key health system challenges, the lack of service
utilisation.1
This study uses the user experience model to illustrate via what mechanisms RSs could enhance the
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Figure 1. User-experience model (Crutzen et al., 2011).21

user experience and usage of computer tailoring.21 This
model stipulates the underlying mechanism to the use
of web-based interventions, which has been validated in
three interventions in previous studies.21 Prior research
has provided some support for associations within the
model, and demonstrates the importance of the model
constructs regarding e-loyalty. The user-experience
model (see Figure 1) consists of the user’s cognitive
and affective perceptions, and indicates that a positive
user experience with a technology may lead to
enhanced usage.21 The user-experience model thus indicates how the use of a web-based intervention could be
enhanced.21 A deduction can be made as to how to
enhance the usage of computer-tailored interventions
and which determinants are important.21 It stipulates
that usage, or rather e-loyalty, is influenced by ‘efficiency’ (the ease of the search and accessibility of the data),
‘effectiveness’ (the quality of the information in terms
of personal relevance), ‘enjoyment’ (the positive affective perceptions of the user-experience), trustworthiness (the believability of the information provided)
and active trust (which refers to the assurance that a
user feels able to act on the provided information).22
User experience is deemed to be a process that may
positively enhance e-loyalty. These constructs all have
a direct relationship to the use (or rather e-loyalty) of a
web-based intervention. Active trust is also a mediating
factor in which the user’s perception of effectiveness
and trustworthiness are associated with e-loyalty.22
However, the user-experience model21 has never been
studied in association with RSs or computer tailoring.
By studying the mechanism of the various constructs in
the model that lead to the enhancement of the e-loyalty, a reference can be put together on how RSs can
strengthen computer tailoring.

RSs are thus able to track the interactions of the
individual with the system and enhance the personal
relevance of the recommendations sent to the user.
Yet, to the best of our knowledge, literature on RSs
and literature on computer tailoring make minimal
effort to show that RSs can be linked to tailoring.
Whilst a recent scoping review provided an overview
regarding trends in health-directed recommender systems,18 the potential of RS to add value to computer
tailoring was not detailed. This study maps current
health-directed RSs and their features to constructs of
a theoretical model that may explain the underlying
mechanism by which RSs potentially may add value
to computer tailoring regarding the user experience
and the usage of tailored digital health. A next step,
therefore, is to identify the potential of RSs with regard
to tailored digital health interventions, such as
computer-tailored programs, and understand via
what mechanisms they could enhance program usage.
This may improve e-loyalty and also maximise the
health benefits of these programs for the users. For
this purpose, the aim is threefold, to explore: (1) how
RSs provide health recommendations, (2) to what
extent RSs incorporate theoretical models and (3)
how the use of RSs may enhance the usage of
computer-tailored interventions.

Methods
Literature search
A scoping review was conducted. This method is
advantageous when the current literature of the target
area is not extensive enough for a full systematic
review.23 The scoping review has a broadly defined
research question and researchers can develop the
inclusion and exclusion criteria during data extraction,
select any study types and chart the available data
accordingly.23 This study adopted the methodology
and framework of Arksey and O’Malley,24 which
includes five phases of a scoping review: (1) identify
the research question, (2) identify relevant studies, (3)
study selection, (4) charting the data and (5) collecting,
summarising and reporting results.
This study explores RSs with the purpose of providing health recommendations to patients. The literature
search was conducted using MEDLINE (via PubMed)
and ScienceDirect to identify all English- or Dutchlanguage studies available in print or online between
January 2007 and December 2017. As our focus was on
exploring the potential of RSs by mapping features to
the user experience of tailored digital health, rather
than a systematic overview of health-directed RSs, we
used two common databases for health promotion
research. The time frame of 10 years was chosen
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because of the recent development of RSs, particularly
health-directed RSs.18 The search strategy was based
on an earlier scoping review by Hors-Fraile et al.18
on health RSs. The free text terms were discussed
within the research group, leading to the use of the
following search terms: (‘Recommender system’ OR
‘recommender systems’ OR ‘recommendation systems’)
AND (‘health’ OR ‘healthcare’ OR ‘patient’ OR
‘patients’). When available, the keywords were
explored throughout the entire text. In addition, the
bibliographies of studies identified in the literature
search were searched manually (forward and backward) for additional articles.

Study selection
The titles and abstracts of 1184 articles were screened
by one author. The eligibility criteria were: (1) description of a health-directed RS, (2) online intervention
and (3) the study had to be in Dutch or English.
Studies referring to the same content in different
papers were considered duplicates. The title and
abstract screening led to 42 articles for full-text screening. Two authors independently reviewed the full text
of these 42 articles. Consensus on study inclusion was
reached via discussion.

Data extraction and analysis
For each study included, two authors independently
extracted data using a predefined extraction form that
included items for understanding how RSs provide
health recommendations, to what extent RSs incorporate theoretical grounding and how RSs may enhance
the user experience of digital health programs. Any
disagreements were resolved by consensus. A pilot
study was performed by the two reviewers over three
studies, which led to minor adjustments in the extraction form.
The extracted data included three categories: general
RSs characteristics, provision of health recommendations and user experience. General RSs characteristics
included: first author, year of publication, country of
the study, target population, original research (yes, no),
RS approach (content-based, collaborative, hybrid,
other), type of intervention, inclusion of a theoretical
model (yes, no) and type of interface (i.e. web, mobile,
other). Content-based filtering is an approach used to
recommend items that are similar to items the user has
liked in the past.25 The collaborative approach requires
the users to express their preferences by rating items.25
Hybrid refers to the use of a combination of contentbased and collaborative techniques.26 ‘Other’ refers to
RSs that do not fall into the three above-mentioned
categories. The provision of health recommendations
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incorporates feedback used by the system to provide
recommendations (i.e. metadata, explicit feedback,
implicit feedback, other) and type (of recommendation)
(i.e. messages, videos, doctors, other) and includes
a description of how the system provides health
recommendations. Metadata are the human or
computer-assisted content coding provided to an
item; these keywords are then matched to the
preferences of the user.18 For instance, when an item is
connected to several keywords (metadata), and to a usercreated baseline profile to indicate who they are and what
type of items they prefer, the filtering system then calculates which metadata and user preferences match best.27
When recommendations are based on other similar users,
the system could ask users to rate the recommended
items (explicit feedback)28 to learn how to best match
recommendations to users, while the use of implicit feedback means that user feedback is extracted from user
behaviour.19 User experience included the potential
impact of RSs on efficiency, effectiveness, trustworthiness, enjoyment, active trust and e-loyalty. Extracted
data are presented in tables and summarised in the text.

Results
The search led to 1184 retrieved articles, of which 42
met the inclusion criteria after the title and abstract
were screened. After the full-text screening, 26 articles
were included in this study for data extraction.

General RS characteristics
Various approaches of RSs were used in the interventions; these are shown in Table 1. One article (4% of
the total) reported an RS using content-based filtering.
Five articles (19%) reported collaborative filtering.
Eight articles (31%) reported a hybrid approach that
involved both content-based and collaborative filtering.
Seven articles (27%) used other approaches that do not
belong to the above-mentioned filtering methods,
including multimodal hybrid reasoning; the fuzzy integer nonlinear programming-ordered weighted average
approach (FINLP-OWA), the knowledge and contentbased approach, unsupervised ranking aggregation,
episode mining, ensemble-learning models and casebased) (detailed in the original articles). Last, five
articles (19%) did not report the specific approach
used. The majority of the interventions focus on generic health promotion (n ¼ 12, 46%); they provide health
education and promote healthy behaviour. Six studies
(23%) focused on the prevention of diseases, such as
nutritional and weight loss interventions. Seven studies
(27%) focused on the relief of disease or pain, such as
relieving lower back pain. One article (4%) focused on
predicting the side effects of drugs.

Prevention (Reduce
cardiometabolic risk)
Prevention (Nutrition)

Multimodal hybrid
reasoningb

Collaborativec

Hybridd

FINLP–OWAe

Hybrid

Content

NR

Knowledge þ content

Hybrid

Collaborativef

Unsupervised ranking
aggregation

NR

NR

Case

Hybrid

Hybrid

Ali (2016)30

Almazro (2010)25

Cappella (2015)26

Chen (2016)31

Chomutare (2011)32

Sanchez Bocanegra (2017)33

Colantonio (2015)34

Espın (2016)35

Esteban (2014)36

Ge (2015)37

Guo (2016)38

Giabbanelli (2015)39

Hales (2016)40

Hidalgo (2016)41

Honka (2011)42

Hors-Fraile (2016)27

Disease relief (Smoking
cessation)

Otherg

Disease relief (Diabetes)

Prevention (Weight loss)

Disease relief (weight loss)

Generic health promotion

Prevention (nutrition)

Disease relief (treating
low back pain)

Generic health promotion

Disease relieve (Diabetes)

Generic health promotion

Generic health promotion

Generic health promotion

Generic health promotion

Generic health promotion

Collaborativea

Abbas (2016)29

Type of intervention

Recommender system
approach

Author (year)

Table 1. General recommender system characteristics.

Patients (smoking)

N/A

Patients (Diabetics)

General public

Patients (overweight)

General public

General public

Patients (low
back problems)

Otheri

Healthy adults

General public

Patients (Diabetic)

General public

N/A

N/A

Healthy adults

Patients

Target population

Mobile

N/A

Web

Mobile

Mobile

Web

Mobile

Web

Web

Otherl

Web

Mobile

Mobile

Web

Web

Mobile

Web

Type of
interface

Spain

Finland

Spain

USA

Netherlands

China

Italy

Spain

Spain

Italy and
France

Norway

Norway

Taiwan

N/A

Canada

Australia/
Korea

N/A

Country
of study

Yeso

N/A

No

Yesn

N/A

No

No

No

No

No

No

N/A

No

No

No

No

No

Theory

(continued)

Other

No

Other

Yes

Other

Yes

Yes

Yes

Other

Other

Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Original
research
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Hybrid

Collaborative

Episode mining

Hybrid

Hybrid

Collaborative

NR

NR

Ensemble-learning
models

Narducci (2017)43

Marlin (2013)28

Lin (2014)44

Sadasivam (2016)45

Sadasivam (2016)19

Wang (2016)46

Wendel (2013)47

Wiesner (2014)48

Zhang (2016)49

Otherh

Generic health promotion

Prevention (nutrition)

Generic health promotion

Disease relief (Smoking
cessation)

Disease relief (Smoking
cessation)

Prevention (preventive care
for chronic patients)

Generic health promotion

Generic health promotion

Type of intervention

USA: United States of America.
a
Used with hubs and authority approach.
b
Uses rule-, case-, and preference-based filtering
c
Uses item- and user-based filtering.
d
Uses content-based and collaborative filtering.
e
Fuzzy integer nonlinear programming-ordered weighted average approach.
f
Tag-based matrix factorisation.
g
Generic public health.
h
Drug side effect.
i
Elderly.
j
Caregivers of chronic patients.
k
Adolescents and young adults.
l
Mirror.
m
Fitness clubs, doctors, email.
n
Social cognitive theory.
o
Transtheoretical model.
p
Theory of reasoned action.

Recommender system
approach

Author (year)

Table 1. Continued.

Patients

Patients

N/A

Otherk

patients (smoking)

Patients (smoking)

Otherj

Patients

Patients

Target population

N/A

Web

Otherm

Web

Web

Web

Mobile

Web

Web

Type of
interface

China

Germany

Netherlands

Taiwan

USA

USA

Taiwan

USA

Italy

Country
of study

No

No

No

No

N/A

Yesn,o,p

No

No

No

Theory

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Original
research
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In most studies, the target population was patients
(n ¼ 12, 46%), while five articles (19%) targeted the
general public, two articles (8%) targeted healthy
adults, and three articles (12%) targeted another population, such as the elderly or young adolescents; in
four articles (15%) the target population was not
stated. The interface used for 14 articles (53%) is the
web, for eight articles (31%) mobile phones, two
articles (8%) used other interfaces, such as doctors
and email, and for two articles (8%) the interface
used was not reported. Thirteen of the studies (50%)
originated in Europe, five studies (19%) in the United
States, and five studies (19%) in Asia. Two studies
(8%) did not report the country of origin, and one
study (4%) originated in Australia and Asia.
Regarding the inclusion of original research, 18 articles
(69%) were identified as original research, while three
articles (12%) were not and five articles (19%) were
classified as other. Only three (12%) of the included
studies mentioned the inclusion of theoretical models,
while 19 articles (73%) did not; in four articles (15%)
this was not applicable as the article was either a review
or a theoretical paper that discussed the application of
a type of RS.

Health recommendations
A description of how the system provides health recommendations, the feedback method used (explicit or
implicit) and the type of recommendation provided is
detailed in Table 2. All 26 articles (100%) provided a
description of how health recommendations were
given. Fifteen articles (58%) did not specify the type
of feedback their RS gathered to provide recommendations and were indicated as NR. Of the remaining
11 articles (42%), some RSs used more than one type
of collected feedback. Nine articles (47%) mentioned
the use of metadata, six articles (32%) reported explicit
feedback (feedback supplied directly by the user) and
four articles (21%) reported implicit feedback.
Regarding the type of recommendations, the majority
of RSs recommended messages (n ¼ 15, 57%), while
three studies (19%) reported medical providers as recommendations; these were doctors, clinics and hospitals. Recommendations defined as ‘other’ (n ¼ 6, 19%)
included recipes, alternative coping strategies and sharing information regarding peers who have the same
disease diagnosis; two studies (8%) did not report the
type of recommendation.

Provision of health recommendations and how the
user experience may be enhanced
The potential effect of RSs on the user experience was
extracted from the studies, using the constructs of the
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user-experience model: efficiency, effectiveness, trustworthiness, enjoyment and active trust. Table 3 depicts
for each study whether there is a potential effect on
each construct of user experience. No potential effects
were identified for active trust.
The potential effects on efficiency, effectiveness,
trustworthiness and enjoyment are detailed as follows.
We have mapped the features of different types of RSs
onto the constructs of the user-experience model to
provide an understanding of how these features
uniquely enhance the user experience and may ultimately lead to e-loyalty, or usage. The potential advantages of different types of RSs in relation to each
construct are presented below.
Efficiency. Efficiency refers to the user’s easy search
of and access to the information provided.21 All the
RSs demonstrated in the extracted articles show potential to enhance efficiency by filtering out the information that does not fit the user’s profile and attributes,
and providing only a limited amount of recommendations, thus minimising information overload for the
users. For example, Sancez Bocanegra and colleagues33
proposed a content-based approach that matched users
to health educational websites based on the metadata
descriptions of the selected health videos that the user
watched. Content-based filtering has also been used in
combination with knowledge-based filtering to provide
refined nutritional information for the elderly in two
algorithm steps; the first step was via knowledge-based
recommendation to identify nutritional requirements
through the user’s profile, or other knowledge about
the user (e.g. demographics, environmental factors, culture, religion) and the next step was, via content-based
recommendation, to personalise the diet obtained, by
means of semantic similarity calculations between the
nutritional features of food and the user’s past ratings
of the recommended food. The combination of several
reasoning techniques is also evident in the multimodal
hybrid reasoning methodology developed by Ali and
colleagues.30 This RS involved rule-based reasoning
(using knowledge rules from physical activity guidelines), case-based reasoning (knowledge from health
experts’ successful cases from the past) and
preference-based reasoning approaches (user’s preference) to provide tailored recommendations for healthy
physical activities. Hidalgo et al41 used case-based reasoning to provide medical information to diabetic
patients based on patient data and physician preferences from the medical information; thus only the most
relevant information was recommended. Another technique for increasing efficiency is collaborative filtering;25,28,29,46 this makes recommendations based on
user-user similarities, such as similarities in user demographics (e.g. Abbas et al., 201629) and history of

Description of how the system provides health recommendations

The proposed personalised healthcare service on social media (Twitter) offers risk of disease assessment
and wellness management. Two frameworks are involved: 1. Risk of disease assessment using an
approach based on collaborative filtering. Based on the attributes specified in the users’ query, the
enquiring users’ profiles are compared with existing users who have the same disease, and the
enquiring users are given a risk assessment score for that disease; 2. Recommends health experts to
end-users on social media, by processing the users’ tweets and identifying and ranking relevant health
experts, using the hubs and authority approach, i.e. the expert users are segregated from the tweet
repositories based on their use of disease-specific keywords and then ranked.

Multimodal hybrid reasoning methodology (HRM) integrates rule-based reasoning (RBR) (knowledge
rules from physical activity guidelines), case-based reasoning (CBR) (knowledge from experts’ past
experiences) and preference-based reasoning (PBR) approaches (users’ preference) to enable recommendations for healthy physical activities; the RBR generates goal, weight status and plan recommendations, the CBR part suggests the top three relevant physical activities for executing the
recommended plan, and the PBR part filters out irrelevant recommendations from those suggested
using user preferences.

This proposed hybrid collaborative recommender system combines user-based and item-based filtering
approaches. First, items and users are categorised based on personal attributes. Then, suitable items
from both a content-based algorithm and a user-based algorithm are extracted. These items are
ranked from the most appropriate to the least appropriate for the target user. Both item sets are
merged, and the top number of items are recommended.

This hybrid recommender system generates content similarity from comparing the items’ content profiles.
Some hybrid recommender systems may also combine content similarity and users’ rating similarity for
the recommendations. In addition, the recommendations can be enhanced by incorporating extra
information on users, such as demographic data, or other domain-specific individual attributes relevant to user similarity.

Patients can send requests through their cell phones to the system server to obtain a clinic recommendation with maximum utility to the patient. Once the patient sends this information, the system server
first estimates the patient’s location and speed according to the detection results of a global positioning
system. It then applies a fuzzy integer nonlinear programming-ordered weighted average approach to
assess four criteria and finally recommends a clinic with maximum utility to the patient.

This hybrid recommender system takes the user profile into consideration and feeds it to the recommender engine; the presentation of recommendations regarding potentially relevant content and
predictions about potentially interesting peers or communities is based on aggregated ratings by the
community of users.

Author (year)

Abbas (2016)29

Ali (2016)30

Almazro (2010)25

Capella (2015)26

Chen (2016)31

Chomutare (2011)32

Table 2. Provision of health recommendations.

Metadata and
explicit
feedback

NR

NR

NR

NR

NR

Feedback used

(continued)

Otherb

Medical
provision
(clinics)

Messages

NR

Messages

Othera

Type
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The proposed multi-sensory device, the Wize Mirror, translates the semeiotic code of the face (combination of physical face signs that reveal something about health) into cardiometabolic risk-related
computational descriptors.

This semantic recommender system provides recommendations via knowledge-based and content-based
techniques. For knowledge-based techniques, rule-based reasoning is used to put together a diet that
fits the nutritional requirements of the user profile; the content-based recommendations are carried
out by means of semantic similarity calculations between nutritional features of food and the user’s
previous selections or ‘food rates’.

This hybrid recommender system generates exercise recommendations based on information from the
multimedia database of exercises for recommendations according to patient pathology and patient
profile databases that include internal representation of their diagnostics and their personal evaluations of the recommended exercise.

Information is collected on the user’s preferences. The user can also rate whether a recipe used fits his or
her tastes. User preferences are collected to recommend future recipes.

Collects information on doctors, such as: papers in scientific journals, presentation activities, patient
advocacy, and media exposure, and uses them as ranking features to identify key opinion leaders. With
this information a profile is created for the doctor. The users can than receive recommendations on
which doctors to go to for each specific disease.

This recommender system identifies factors relevant to weight management of the user and is matched
with evidence-based advice and relevant activities which are then recommended.

This recommender system includes diet, physical activity, and weight tracking features and a calorie
database with commonly consumed food and beverages. Within-app notifications at specific times
throughout the day are sent to participants to remind them to self-monitor meals, and minutes of
physical activity completed and total body weight are recorded each day. A notes feature allows
participants to enter notes relating to their weight loss.

This recommender system uses case-based reasoning, which provides automatic recommendations to the
patient, based on the recorded data and physician preferences, to improve their habits and knowledge
about their disease. First, physicians create initial rules with medical information of former patients
with the same disease. Then, when patients upload their data to the database, the recommender
system compares information with initial rules and creates recommendations.

Colantonio (2015)34

Espın (2016)35

Esteban (2014)36

Ge (2015)37

Guo (2016)38

Giabbanelli (2015)38

Hales (2016)40

Hidalgo (2016)41

NR

NR

NR

NR

Metadata

Metadata and
explicit
feedback

Metadata

(continued)

Messages

Messages

Othere

Medical
provision
(doctors)

Otherd

Messages

Messages

Messages

Otherc

Metadata

This recommender system extracts texts from the metadata (video title, descriptions and subtitles) of
selected YouTube videos and classifies and recommends items based on terms that encompass
properties that are grouped into ontologies.

Sanchez Bocanegra
(2017)33

NR

Type

Feedback used

Description of how the system provides health recommendations

Author (year)

Table 2. Continued.
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Description of how the system provides health recommendations

This hybrid recommender system involves 1) content-based recommendations that use contextual information, obtained directly from the user or by sensing the environment, to search certain items and
present the best matching items as results and 2) collaborative filtering recommendations via context
preference elicitation and estimation based on assumption that users with similar interests/profiles are
likely to find the same resources interesting.

This hybrid recommender system involves content-based, utility-based and demographic filtering to tailor
health recommendation messages and optimise the type of messages the user likes. Demographic
filtering employs users’ attributes such as gender, employment status, age and quitting date; a utilitybased algorithm uses both explicit and implicit utility rates; a content-based algorithm is based on an
interest list defined by each user.

This hybrid recommender system can find similar patients based on description of their symptoms,
conditions and treatments to suggest health facilities or doctors consulted for patients with similar
health status. The recommendation algorithm computes similarities among patients then generates a
ranked list of doctors and hospitals for a given patient profile by exploiting health data shared by
the community.

A system that can learn to tailor future message selections to individual patients based on explicit
feedback about past message selections.

This proposed system adopts the episode mining approach to monitor/predict anomalous conditions of
patients and can send alarms when needed, and then offers related recommended care guidelines to
caregivers so they can offer preventive care in a timely manner.

This hybrid recommender system provides tailored recommendations via machine-learning algorithms
based on data derived from behaviour of users as they interact with the system (implicit and explicit
feedback ratings) in addition to user profiles.

This system stores the user’s demographic information and service preference. When the user revisits the
system to search for health information, the collaborative recommender applies a rough set-based
prediction and average categorised-rating calculation to predict user’s target information. Then, the
system records the user’s browser log and uses the information to predict target information for
other users.

Recommendations are made on the basis of consumer’s personal information.

This recommender system component is implemented as an extension of an existing patient health record
system. For health professionals as end-users, related clinical guidelines or scientific research articles
are computed automatically; For patients as end-users, the system computes laymen-friendly content
according to the person’s long-term individual medical history, and only highest ranking documents or
media content related to health are recommended.

Author (year)

Honka (2011)42

Hors-Fraile (2016)27

Narducci (2017)43

Marlin (2013)28

Lin (2014)44

Sadasivam (2016)45

Wang (2016)46

Wendel (2013)47

Wiesner (2014)48

Table 2. Continued.

NR

NR

Implicit feedback

Metadata,
implicit and
explicit feedback

NR

Explicit feedback

Metadata
and explicit
feedback

Metadata,
implicit and
explicit feedback

NR

Feedback used

(continued)

Messages

Messages

Messages

Messages

Messages

Messages

Medical
provision
(doctors,
hospitals)

Messages

NR

Type
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Risk of disease assessment score and doctor.
People or communities.
c
Reputable health educational websites.
d
Recipes.
e
Alternative strategies for coping with factors influencing obesity.
f
Drug side effect.
b

Otherf
NR
The integrated neighbourhood-based method and the restricted Boltzmann machine-based method were
integrated to make predictions. The former combines several basic neighbourhood-based models,
which adopt different thresholds for finding neighbours. The latter learns the probability distribution
governing drug–side effect associations. The authors proposed combining the two methods to develop
ensemble-learning models to make robust predictions. Two components are involved: base predictors
and ensemble strategy. First, n recommender methods are used to build n recommender models and
used as base predictors. Next, an average of all the predictions in the ensemble is adopted as the
final prediction.
Zhang (2016)49
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a

Type
Feedback used
Description of how the system provides health recommendations
Author (year)

Table 2. Continued.
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ratings of recommended items (e.g. Marlin et al.,
201328), and results in useful recommendations.
Moreover, tag-based matrix factorisation is type of collaborative filtering that has been applied to gather
information both on a user’s ratings and tags of the
preferred attributes of food to provide refined recommendations of recipes.37
Several extracted articles outlined a hybrid RS that
combined content- based and collaborative filtering
techniques; a hybrid system has the potential to
enhance efficiency, as only the top-ranked most applicable items as well as similar items that are matched on
metadata of items preferred in the past are recommended to the target user.19,26,27,32,36,42,43,45 For example, in the study by Esteban and colleagues,36 the RS
incorporated information from databases of exercise
recommendations and patient pathology, as well as
users’ ratings on the recommended exercises they completed, and was thus able to generate a limited but tailored number of exercises for the prevention of lower
back pain problems. Similarly, in the study by
Narducci et al.,43 the hybrid RS recommended only
the top-ranked physicians and health facilities for a
patient by integrating information from his or her personal health record and ratings of health facilities or
doctors consulted by other patients with a similar
health status. This technique has also been demonstrated in RSs that support smoking cessation.19,27,45
Other approaches of RSs that increase efficiency by
providing refined recommendations for maximum utility by the users include: a) FINLP-OWA,31 which integrates a variety of information sources; b) an
unsupervised ranking aggregation approach that
takes multiple recommendation criteria into consideration38; c) an episode-mining approach that predicts/
monitors abnormal conditions of patients by extracting
information from personal medical records44 and d)
ensemble-learning models that work with the average
over several prediction models to make a robust prediction about drug side effects.49
Effectiveness. Effectiveness refers to the quality and the
relevance of the information recommended to the
users.21 In general, the different types of approaches
used in RSs have the potential for effectiveness by providing only relevant recommendations for each user.
For example, Sanchez Bocanegra and colleagues33
used content-based filtering to enrich health information with additional content that has metadata that
were matched with that of the health videos that the
user watched, thus providing relevant information that
the user might be interested in. In an RS that provides
nutritional information for the elderly, the recommendation was further personalised when content-based
filtering was used as a subsequent step after
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Table 3. Potential effect of the recommender system on user experience.
Author (year)

Efficiency

Effectiveness

Abbas (2016)29

X

X

Ali (2016)30

X

X

Almazro (2010)25

X

X

Cappella (2015)26

X

X

Chen (2016)31

X

X

Chomutare (2011)32

X

X

Sanchez Bocanegra (2017)33

X

X

Colantonio (2015)34

X

X

Espın (2016)35

X

X

Esteban (2014)36

X

X

X

Ge (2015)37

X

X

X

Guo (2016)38

X

X

Giabbanelli (2015)39

X

X

Hales (2016)40

X

X

Hidalgo (2016)41

X

X

Honka (2011)42

X

X

Hors-Fraile (2016)27

X

X

Narducci (2017)43

X

X

Marlin (2013)28

X

X

Lin (2014)44

X

X

Sadasivam (2016)45

X

X

X

Sadasivam(2016)19

X

X

X

Wang (2016)46

X

X

Wendel (2013)47

X

Wiesner (2014)48

X

X

Zhang (2016)49

X

X

knowledge-based filtering; that is, after identifying
nutritional requirements through the ontological user
profile, recommendations were then made based on the
user’s preferred food.35 RSs that use collaborative filtering take into account feedback information collected

Enjoyment

Trustworthiness

X

X

X

X

X
X
X

from a community of users, thus enhancing the effectiveness or relevance of the recommendation. One type
of collaborative filtering, known as user-based filtering,
suggests an item to a user based on the co-ratings
assigned to that item by other users who are ‘similar’

Cheung et al.
in taste.26 For example, Abbas and colleagues29 proposed a user-based technique for suggesting a risk
assessment score that compares key attributes that
affect the presence of a disease between the enquiring
patients and those of other patients with the same disease, such as age, gender, ethnicity, weight, height,
family disease history and other commonly observed
predictors for the disease. As such, the risk assessment
score is highly relevant to the condition of patient, as a
variety of aspects related to disease susceptibility are
considered according to the profiles of other similar
patients. In some articles, user-based collaborative filtering techniques adopted users’ item ratings to achieve
a higher predictive accuracy, as in research conducted
by Guo and colleagues,38 in which users’ implicit ratings (browser logs) were used to make predictions
about the enquiring user’s preferred and relevant
health information, and research by Marlin et al.,28 in
which the most relevant smoking-cessation support
messages were provided based on users’ explicit ratings
of their preferences regarding the motivational value of
the messages. Moreover, Almazro and colleagues25
proposed a hybrid collaborative RS combining both
user-based and item-based approaches. The latter
approach can predict items that are most similar to
the ones that have received ratings from the target
user, based on the patterns of co-ratings provided by
other users. As indicated by the authors, this RS that
employs both item-based and user-based filtering may
have the advantage in suggesting the most accurate
items to users.
Furthermore, the RSs that utilise different
approaches such as combining content-based and collaborative filtering,19,26,27,32,36,42,43,45 combining rule-,
case-, and preference-based reasoning,30 and combining knowledge-based and content-based filtering35 may
optimise recommendation accuracy by integrating different sources of information.25,26,43 For instance, a
hybrid (content-based and collaborative) RS for
patients with lower back pain problems provided exercise recommendations that were appropriate for the
patients by making predictions based on a community
of users’ explicit ratings of the recommended exercises.36 A similar approach has been employed in RSs
that sent relevant messages for smoking cessation,19,27,45 recommended peers and communities to
support diabetic patients32 and recommended physicians and health facilities that have been consulted by
other patients with similar health status.43
Other filtering methods that enhance the relevance
and accuracy of the recommendation include a) the
FINLP-OWA approach that made recommendations
of clinics by taking into consideration four patient concerns: no-waiting, the shortest path to a clinic, preference for a clinic and preference for a doctor, which are
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highly relevant when seeking health care;31 b) the unsupervised ranking aggregation approach, which integrated multiple sources of medical-related data to
enhance the relevance of the recommendations;38 c)
the episode mining approach, which provided realtime guidelines for care that were relevant to patients’
current condition44 and d) the ensemble-learning
models that utilised a diversity of base predictors to
enhance the accuracy of the recommendations.49
Enjoyment. Enjoyment refers to the user’s positive affective perceptions about the recommended items.21 RSs
that provide recommendations based on a user’s preference may enhance their affective perception, as the
users are invited to provide feedback on or rate the
items that have been recommended to them. The information on the user feedback is used to shape future
recommendations so they may be more adapted to
user needs or interests; this has the potential to promote positive affective experience with the system, i.e.
enjoyment of use. In a content-based RS that recommends recipes, the user was given the option to rate
whether the recipe fits his or her taste, so future recommendations are matched with the metadata of the
recipe(s) that the user liked in the past.37 RSs that
use collaborative filtering or combine the collaborative
filtering method with another (in cases of hybrid RSs)
can potentially enhance the user’s enjoyment by taking
into consideration similarity with their explicit or
implicit ratings of a recommended item. For example,
RSs that used collaborative filtering to send smoking
cessation support messages invited users to provide ratings of four different aspects of the messages: influence,
emotional response, relevance and preference.28
Similarly, in several hybrid (content-based and collaborative filtering) RSs, users were requested to rate
recommended content that could enhance the selfmanagement of diabetes, including vital health information about diabetes and information about relevant
supportive peers and doctors,32 other users were asked
to rate recommendations for exercises to combat lower
back problems36 and others to rate smoking-cessation
support messages, based on their preferences.19,27,45
Using algorithms, the ratings collected by the collaborative filtering method can be fed back to the RSs, and
the user profiles can be updated, which may enhance
the affective experience of users, as the recommendations they receive will fit their preferences.
Trustworthiness. Trustworthiness is the believability
of the provided information on the part of the users
and refers to both cognitive and affective perceptions:
It is based on a cognitive process (e.g. rational reasons)
and an emotional base (e.g. a strong positive affect for
the trustee).21 More specifically, three articles suggested
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an approach used in RSs that may potentially enhance
trustworthiness, that is, knowing that other people like
himself or herself who are also users of the system have
benefited from the intervention. The social norm of
usage may create a rational cognitive foundation that
the system is trustworthy because of other users’
engagement, and foster a sense of trust in the system.
In a content-based RS that targeted social support for
weight loss, one of the features was that messages could
be sent from frequent app users to re-engage infrequent
app users who were matched via the system. In addition, a newsfeed was developed for users to view the
progress of other users’ weight loss, with the ability to
send others encouragement for achieving these goals.40
The encouragement from similar peers and seeing
others’ progress may enhance the believability of the
information provided by the system. In a hybrid (content-based and collaborative) RS that suggested other
diabetic patients similar to the target user to promote
interaction with among peers, the recommendation was
inspired by the ‘Patients-Like-Me’ concept, so users
could recognise other users of the system who were
similar to themselves, to feel supported.32 In another
hybrid (content-based and collaborative) RS that recommended physicians and health facilities, users were
able to find the most similar patients, see how their
disease was treated by professionals, and receive suggestions for the treatment of their own disease.43 These
articles suggest that interactions with other users, as
well as having others’ information, can improve the
understanding of one’s own health condition, and
may increase the believability of the recommendations
received, because of peer norm influence, along with
enhancing users’ perception of the trustworthiness of
the RSs.

Discussion
This study illustrates the potential for using RSs in
supporting and enhancing computer-tailored digital
health interventions. More specifically, we built on
the results of a previous scoping review18 that contributed to the various types of recommender systems and
the feedback types, by offering understanding of the
underlying mechanisms that enhance the usage of
computer-tailored digital health programs.
First, we explored how RSs provide health recommendations, by extracting the general RS characteristics and detailing how the (proposed) RS in each study
provided health recommendations. The majority
reported original research and originated in Europe.
Most of the identified health-directed RSs were
hybrid types, mostly combining content-based filtering
with collaborative filtering. In line with a previous
scoping review on health-directed RSs, most of these
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interventions focus on generic health promotion, followed by disease relief and prevention.18 The majority
of the RS programs used the web as interface, followed
by the mobile platform, targeting mostly patients and
the general public. This seems consistent with the
common delivery modes and targeted users of tailored
digital health programs, such as the Dutch tailored
intervention for physical activity.50 As the previous
scoping review on health-directed RSs showed, the theoretical grounding of the programs was scarcely
reported.18 However, we found that three studies did
include theoretical theories for designing the system
and messages; these were social cognitive theory,51
the transtheoretical model52 and the theory of reasoned
action.53 For instance, the transtheoretical model,
which states that behaviour change occurs in five
phases (i.e. pre-contemplation, contemplation, preparation, action and maintenance), was integrated in a
hybrid RS.27 Based on a survey assessing the phase
that a user is in, the frequency of the delivered messages
was selected.27 This illustrates that the integration of
behavioural change theories in RSs can have further merits.
Second, the provision of the health recommendations was detailed. In line with the previous scoping
review on the health-directed RS, messages were the
most used type of item for making recommendations.
Yet, the details of how these messages were drafted,
and to what extent they were based on theories or
behavioural change techniques, is underreported.18,29
It is therefore recommended that future studies report
on the design of messages to understand the underlying
mechanism regarding why specific RSs are or are not
effective in eliciting behaviour change. Regarding the
feedback method used by the RS, most studies used
metadata and explicit feedback.
Third, this study explored how RSs may potentially
link to the constructs of the user experience.21 While all
approaches potentially have advantages for providing
relevant recommendations and preventing information
overload, i.e. effectiveness and efficiency, respectively,
we found that knowledge-based filtering may be more
appropriate in the context of tailored digital health
programs. Knowledge-based filtering works by predicting items based on explicit knowledge about users (e.g.
via questionnaires), and is therefore able to predict
items that are relevant and/or tailored to the user’s
interest,35 thus enhancing the efficiency and effectiveness of the recommendation. This approach has been
applied as an initial step in RSs to rule out all information that doesn’t match user’s ‘preferences’.35
However it differs from content-based filtering, as the
latter is useful for capturing the nuances in objective
features of items themselves, i.e. matching the metadata
of one’s preferred item to that of the recommended
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item.26 This is not appropriate for digital health programs if the aim is to provide personalised information,
as opposed to information that has similarities in
metafeatures.
We found that for some RSs that use user-based
collaborative filtering, users are able to explicitly rate
the items that have been recommended to them previously, and the aggregated ratings by the community of
users with similar profiles or attributes are machinecalculated to predict top-ranked items for the target
user. This suggests that demographic filtering can be
applied in a user-based collaborative RS to incorporate
extra information on user similarity to enhance the relevance of the recommendations. It is also possible to
incorporate the behavioural similarity of user-system
interaction between users (implicit feedback) to predict
what will be preferred in the future for the target
use.26,38 Collaborative filtering methods not only
enhance the ease of retrieving user’s information, but
also enhance users’ enjoyment, as their preferences are
considered through implicit and explicit ratings.
Moreover, several studies have shown relevance in
the items recommended using collaborative filtering.
For example, Marlin et al.28 found that more users
have positive opinions about smoking-cessation support messages if the recommendations are based on
users’ past ratings. Similarly, in a collaborative RS
that collects implicit feedback (from users’ browser
logs) to predict for the information provided to other
users, users reported positively in the domains of satisfaction, expectation-confirmation, perceived trust, perceived usefulness, and perceived value of the system.38
One distinct feature of collaborative filtering is that as
new data about the users are collected, the RS is able to
adjust recommendations adapted to real-time user
feedback and thus remain relevant and engaging.19
Taken together, we propose a hybrid RS that uses a
knowledge-based method as the first step, and a useruser collaborative method using demographic filtering
in the second step to provide health recommendations
in computer-tailored digital health interventions. This
may have the potential to enhance user experience via
efficiency, effectiveness, trustworthiness and enjoyment. In terms of efficiency, both knowledge-based
and collaborative filtering methods are able to provide
convenient access to recommendations for the users as
the recommendations are filtered and prioritised,
opposing information overload. The use of both filtering methods are further able to refine the recommendations based on user profiles, preferences and the
ratings of other similar users, and thus assist users
when they search for reliable information. Moreover,
different recommendation methods can be fused to
achieve better relevance of the recommendations,26
i.e. effectiveness. By incorporating the collaborative
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filtering component, recommendations are adapted to
the explicit and/or implicit ratings of other users, along
with information gathered from the user profiles.45 As
such, the hybrid RS, using knowledge-based and collaborative filtering, is able to identify relevant items
that suit the user’s profile as one basis for predicting
future choices, and, drawing from comparison with
other similar users, incorporate individual variation
in what items matter more and for whom.26 This may
enhance the relevance of the recommendations as information from a variety of sources is used to make a
robust prediction. Furthermore, expressing preferences
by rating recommended items (one of the features of
collaborative filtering) may enhance the user’s affective
experiences or enjoyment, as their autonomy is
respected and the recommendations are adapted to
their interests. Last, a user’s preference may change
over time; therefore up-to-date recommendations are
essential for the effectiveness of information delivered.
Incorporating collaborative filtering has the advantage
of adapting to multiple users who are similar to the
target user; moreover, as more data become available
over time, this type of RS generally improves in performance.26 The collaborative component of the hybrid
RS is able to strengthen future predictions as more user
feedback is gathered into the system.25
According to the user experience model,21 efficiency
(ease of use), effectiveness (relevance) and enjoyment
are determinants of e-loyalty, or active usage of a digital health program. In addition, several articles note
that a feature of their RS enables users to compare
their information with other users to promote interaction for motivation and support purposes.32,40 This element may be incorporated in our proposed hybrid RS
to enhance the perceived trustworthiness of the system,
or the believability of the information, as users can see
similar users who are also utilising the system, thus a
peer norm. It has been proposed that perception both
of effectiveness and trustworthiness are related to users’
behaviours in acting on the information provided
(active trust), and that this is the mechanism that
leads to e-loyalty.21 RSs may thus potentially influence
the usage of digital health programs via enhancing the
efficiency, effectiveness, enjoyment and trustworthiness
of the intervention.
In conclusion, our scoping review suggests that supporting traditional tailoring with an RS mechanism may
have added value in light of enhancing the user experience. In traditional (computer-) tailored digital health,
users are asked to provide information via questionnaires (e.g. rating on a Likert scale to what extent the
user agrees with specific statements). Based on these
responses, or a calculated score of multiple items, the
tailored program provides a personalised message. In
addition, traditional programs have often been
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personalised and adapted to the user’s demographics
(e.g. providing information to pregnant women about
the consequences of smoking for the unborn
child20,54). This mechanism closely links to the filtering
method based on explicit knowledge about the users, i.e.
knowledge-based filtering, which can be performed by
collecting personal information, such as preferences and
demographics provided by the user via a questionnaire.
Like traditional tailored digital health, knowledge-based
filtering is able to discard irrelevant messages based on
the information gathered as user data.35 As such, the
recommendations are personalised and only the set of
information that fits the user’s profile is provided to the
user. It has been argued that this personalisation in tailoring leads to enhanced relevance as perceived by the
user, in turn promoting user engagement and information processing.20 Yet, although shown to be effective,
these tailored programs are still suboptimally used.10
Thus, an RS that relies solely on knowledge-based filtering may not add value to tailored digital health because
it doesn’t have additional features that may potentially
enhance the determinants to e-loyalty. Nevertheless, it is
likely that the hybrid RS, incorporating a collaborative
approach with demographic filtering techniques as a
second step to knowledge-based filtering, may have the
potential to enhance the user experience in terms of efficiency, effectiveness and enjoyment. For instance,
adding user-based collaborative filtering to the program,
based on the ratings of the filtered messages (i.e. items
tailored to the user’s responses) by users who are similar
in demographic character, the program could predict
and provide calculated top-ranked items (based on
user similarity and ratings for each message) for the
target user. For instance, from 50 potential health messages, 30 messages are filtered out by knowledge-based
filtering (based on a questionnaire assessing demographics and motivational beliefs regarding behavioural
change). Instead of presenting the 30 remaining personalised messages, the user-based collaborative filtering
allows the system to rank the top messages based on
user ratings and provide the user with the top 10 most
important messages. The use of the demographicfiltering technique can identify users who have a similar
demographic profile; this may be important for health
interventions because of potential cross-cultural variations. In sum, our proposed hybrid RS using layered
filtering that has knowledge-based and collaborative filtering, in subsequent steps, could potentially enhance
the efficiency (e.g. by reducing the information
burden), effectiveness (e.g. the most relevant messages
are presented) and enjoyment (e.g. the remaining messages are most preferred, according to their explicit ratings). When the system allows users to observe the
ratings of other users, such a hybrid RS may also
enhance the perceived trustworthiness of the messages.
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This feature, however, should be applied with sensitivity,
because of the confidentiality of the user’s information.
This study illustrates how RSs may have the potential to
bring (computer-) tailored digital health forward by
enhancing the user experience of such programs.
Although our study was able to identify the strength
of a hybrid RS and its potential application in digital
health interventions, it is not without limitations. First,
only two databases were used to conduct a scoping
review, to analyse journal articles regarding RSs; this
may have somewhat limited the search. Future studies
could incorporate other databases as well as grey literature to maximise the inclusion of potentially informative literature. Second, we applied the user experience
model in different types of RSs to understand their
potential to enhance e-loyalty in digital health interventions.21 We found that not all the studies explicitly outlined the methods of feedback used in the RS. For
example, some articles on RSs using collaborative filtering did not report explicit feedback gathered from
the users, yet it is possible that explicit feedback was
used, as it is often an essential feature of the collaborative filtering technique that we suggest may enhance
user’s enjoyment, as their preferences are taken into
consideration. Therefore, the information on the
method of feedback that was not reported in the identified articles could not be analysed with regard to the
user experience constructs. Third, not all articles stated
the specific approach that they used in their RS to provide health recommendations; owing to this lack of
reporting, we were unable to delineate the type of
these RS. Fourth, the current user experience model
has not been extensively validated, and longitudinal
studies are needed to show that e-loyalty predicts
actual usage and change of health behaviours.
Last, while we described different techniques used
by RSs to increase efficiency, effectiveness, enjoyment
and trustworthiness, most of the studies did not explicitly assess and evaluate the effects of the RS they were
describing on these user experience constructs in their
target population because they did not use a specific
theory with regard to user experience. Therefore, the
results of our study on how features of RSs are linked
to user experiences need to be validated in future studies, and the current results in our study should be interpreted with caution. Future research on RSs and their
applications for enhancing e-loyalty can profit from
including empirical assessments of user experience constructs, as the objectives of RS techniques do not necessarily result in the intended effects.

Conclusions
Tailored digital health programs have been found to be
suboptimally used because of limited user engagement
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and experience; this is reflected in the lack of (correct)
usage, and high dropout rates. Although the application of RSs remains limited in the health sector, it may
have the potential to enhance the usage of tailored digital health interventions. In particular, hybrid RSs that
combine knowledge-based and collaborative filtering
techniques could potentially lead to improved e-loyalty
in traditional computer-tailored interventions by
enhancing users’ perceptions of efficiency, effectiveness,
enjoyment and trustworthiness. A hybrid RS has the
unique advantage of further refining recommended
items based on user similarity, and is able to adapt to
users’ preferences in real time. It may also be important
to incorporate behavioural change theories in
computer-tailored interventions using hybrid RSs to
optimise the benefits of such interventions for
health promotion.
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